Assignment Sheet Evolution vs Creation I

Spring Break is 4/6 to 4/10

Well guys,

This is step one in our Evolution Unit. This won’t be difficult for JH Science because we’ve been using my website for the last two years. However, this unit is the first time we are straying from the normal Life Science chapter “stuff”. We will spent the rest of the trimester/school year working on your ability to “defend your faith” when you get into public high school/college Science classes where you will undoubtedly be bombarded with the FACT of EVOLUTION and the idea that there is no need/ hence no such thing as God to explain “Life” on Earth. Here we go…

Most of the work will be

1. Watching various videos that I’ve ripped into manageable segments
2. TAKING NOTES ON THOSE VIDEOS
3. Writing a persuasive/argumentative essays on the pros/cons of the ideas within the video.
4. You need to be able to articulate both sides on each of the argument.
5. While watching these videos, we will also stay current on our Greek & Latin roots and CHI verses/definitions

Where to find everything:

1. Most items will have links on your Google Classroom to the specific section on my website or you can navigate to them yourselves
2. Most videos are under Life Science Home page – Chapter 5 Evolution section and then under the “PPT” or “Extra Videos” buttons
3. Once there a specific video will be assigned

I. CHI thru Prov 11:20 ----------------------------------------------- Due Tues 4/14
   Use the CHI Quiz in your Google Classroom – take it any time and as many times as you’d like just have it submitted before the end of the day on the due date.

II. Greek & Latin 1-114 ----------------------------------------------- Due Thur 4/16
    Use the G&L Quiz in your Google Classroom – take it any time and as many times as you’d like just have it submitted before the end of the day on the due date.

III. Watch Evolution videos: follow the links or go navigate there on the website
    (They’re on the Evolution Page)
    a. Origin of Life Part 1 – (take notes to use in the detailed paragraphs you’ll be writing below)
    b. Origin of Life Part 2 – (take notes to use in the detailed paragraphs you’ll be writing below)
       i. Complete these by Wednesday 4/15
    c. Natural Selection – (take notes to use in the detailed paragraphs you’ll be writing below)
    d. What is Natural Selection? – (take notes to use in the detailed paragraphs you’ll be writing below)
       i. Complete these by Monday 4/20

I. Create a Google Doc, write a detailed paragraph discussing the “pro evolution” stance on the Origin of Life – later we will write essays refuting each of these topics!
   i. Share the doc w/ me by Friday 4/17. Lots of points!

II. Create a Google Doc, write a detailed paragraph discussing the “pro evolution” stance on Natural Selection– later we will write essays refuting each of these topics!
   i. Share the doc w/ me by Wednesday 4/22. Lots of points!